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“Naturally Speaking”
Adapted from TonyHarrimanBlogspot.com: “What’s It All About?”

T

he turn of the season is just
over the hill, and before we
know it, fall will be here with its cooler
temperatures. Where I am sitting
there is a stillness in the air which has
to be lived to be appreciated, so any
words I might assemble here would
be a waste of time.
The stillness of nature is
somewhat of an illusion, because
below the surface some of the
most incredible math unknown
to man is busily playing its music.
The osmosis and photosynthesis
of nature is virtually a non-stop
highway providing for myriad
forms of life. Most of us don’t
have the time to study out how the
planet “works”—what makes it
tick—we have to rely on the studies
of others, and that’s okay. It’s
interesting, though, the things you
pick up along the way and store in
some corner of the mind regarding
how things function in the natural
world. For instance:
Many things may be learned
about the nature of God by
observing the nature God has made.
The simplicity yet complexity of
the organism of the planet is aweinspiring, and reveals that there is
very little random being played out at
all. No, I take that back; we do see a
lot of random, but it’s not at the level
of the very big, or the very small. The
rocks strewn around and the untidy
bedrooms and garages are mostly on
the in-between human level, where
man has a level of control.

The places on the planet where
things have room to grow might
be known as the areas that “give.”
The man-made towns and cities of
our world, needing to be constantly
supplied, would better be known as
the places that “take.” Man adds very
little, if anything, to the mechanism of
nature; on the contrary, man mostly
exploits the land of the planet, then
moves on. So if you want to learn
about man, go to where you can see his
handiwork; if you want to learn about
God, go to where you can see His.
Recently I have taken some
time to learn a little more about the
ecology of the planet, and right here
is an excellent place to drop in a
thought that lit up for me. Visiting an
arboretum gives you an opportunity
to study vegetation, not ecology,
since none of the plants are in their
natural environments. Visiting a
church gives you an opportunity to
study doctrine and religion, not God,
since none of the lessons can be
studied in context. I see the head of
a wiggly worm, so I’ll ask Pandora to
quickly shut the lid.
Now, all this is not to say that
God is more interested in veggies
than He is in Man. Since God
sacrificed for mankind the one thing
that was more important to Him than
anything else—His Son, shouldn’t we
conclude that there is nothing more
important to God than Man? What
more can God do? He made us;
provides for us; sacrificed for us; is
coming back for us.

My gift enclosed—Keep it up!

If you live in the northern hemisphere, over the next few weeks take
the time to look outside and watch the
leaves falling and drifting haphazardly.
Consider how that it appears there
are far more than seems reasonable.
The leaves get everywhere: in the
back door, the front door, the AC
units, the gutters, under the hood,
in the trunk. Everywhere the wind
can reach, the leaves will get there.
Consider that we have been given the
mandate to scatter our publications
like these very same leaves of autumn.
Our books carry seed—good seed;
they can change hearts and lives.
Our books contain ideas that many
people have perhaps never thought
of, ideas that are not unreasonable.
With the aid of the wind (the Spirit
of God), and human effort, God will
accomplish a mighty salvation for
His children. Get out there now! Time
is running out....
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Those of you who have enjoyed
the ministry of Charles Wheeling
over the years will be pleased
to know that Charles now has
a YouTube Channel providing
access to hundreds of Sabbath
Sermons and countrywide
Seminars. Go to our site and
click on “Sabbath Sermons” then
go from there.
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Books to Read and Share

The Perfect Storm is Coming!
War, Economic Collapse and Moral Decay—
Is America Headed for Armageddon?
Ninety-two powerful pages highlighting the struggle
between the powers of good and evil. From the birth
of the Christian Church, through the Dark Ages, across
centuries of religious error and confusion, to a time of
absolute peace in an earth made new. Compelling excerpts
from America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).
Illumination guaranteed!
Currently available in English and Spanish.
Single copy – $2
11-99 copies – $1 each
1 case (100 @ .50¢ each) – $50

Two
Great
Covers
One
Powerful
Book

America in Prophecy
Will America Survive?

Many believe America has reached, perhaps
surpassed, the zenith of her greatness—that she is
destined to become a second-rate world power. Here
are fascinating predictions about America and what
the future may hold. AP also available in Spanish.
Single copy – $7.95
11-39 copies – $2.50 each
1 case (40 @ $1.10 each) – $44

Special pricing on all books on this page:
Buy 10 cases of any title (any mix),
get $4 off per case! Postpaid!

Finding Peace Within
– A book for people in need…
Thousands seek relief from today’s
fast-paced lifestyles, the crippling
effects of job-related stress and
strained family relationships. This
inspiring, easy-to-read guide offers
lasting solutions that really work.
FPW also available in Spanish.

What’s Behind the New World Order?
This enlightening and provocative 80-page publication
reveals the hidden agenda behind the New World Order
and the Ecumenical Movement—topics that almost
no one dares to discuss. Dynamic excerpts from 10
chapters of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Single copy – $4.95
11-71 copies – $2 each
1 case (72 @ .61¢ each) – $44

Hidden Treasures

Single copy – $2
11-99 copies – $1 each
1 case (100 @ .50¢ each) – $50

– Stories from the Master Storyteller

Spellbinding stories of pearls, lost
coins and treasure hidden in a field
were recounted with such mystery
and passion that the educated as well
as the common people were drawn
to Christ. Priceless reading.

Who are the Angels?
Angel sightings and angel sayings have ignited a spiritual
and commercial craze—but just who or what are angels?
Though often depicted as good, angels do not always
dispense blessings. Excerpts from 10 chapters of
America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Single copy – $4.95
11-47 copies – $2.50 each
1 case (48 @ .92¢ each) – $44

Health and Happiness
– Live Longer! Live Healthier!

Single copy – $2
11-199 copies – $1 each
1 case (200 @ .24¢ each) – $48

The medical and scientific worlds
are rediscovering the Bible’s uncanny
rules for good health. Ancient laws
governing physical and mental
health are today being confirmed.
Natural remedies, faith and healing,
diet and foods, and more…

Who are the Angels? also available in
Spanish ¿Quienes son los Ángeles?
Single copy – $2
11-199 copies – $1 each
1 case (200 @ .24¢ each) – $48
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